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Debi Pearl Weighs in on the IBLP Situation
By Debi Pearl

, All Debi Pearl

Whose side are you on?

On Facebook last week I read these words: “I just rejoiced to see that huge ministry fall and I
helped.”

I trembled as I read this. Shock, disbelief, and then sadness enveloped me as I realized it was
not CNN with all their exaggerations, deceit, mockery and twisting of facts that brought an end
to a work God used to set thousands of people free from bitterness, it was not the Homosexual
websites coming together to launch war against an old man accused of things done over 35
years ago, limiting his ability to defend himself. No, it was a “Christian” website that asked
believers to speak out if they had been hurt in anyway, and spew their bitterness so many could
share in the rock throwing. Yes, you read it correctly, it was a Christian website propelled
forward by Facebook and Twitter that defamed a ministry that helped millions come to know
the Lord.

Am I saying that the man God used to raise up the standard was perfect in all his ways? No! Am
I saying the ministry was successful and without error? No! Am I saying I was a part of the
ministry thus am struggling to protect it from gainsayers? No! I have no connection to it.
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What I am saying is that God raised up a man, a fallen sinful man, and used that man to pull
together thousands of believers for a greater good. What I am saying is that someday soon we
will all stand before the throne of God to give an answer. All of us. The man. The folks on the
website that rejoiced in the fall. Me.

I would much rather be the man who put his whole life into doing a work for God than on the
side of those listed on the website that choose to rejoice over the man’s downfall and the
destruction of his ministry that God used so effectively to eliminate bitterness in the lives of so
many—the same bitterness that now pervades his critics so completely.

This attack was not initiated to right an ongoing wrong or to establish justice and purity; the
critics have unwittingly joined the last-days, Satanic attack on God’s people to denigrate the
very name of Christ.

Millions of souls are left hanging untold, unreached, undone. God calls those to cry out in the
wilderness to give them the light. So now, another voice has been quieted. And in its place I
hear the rejoicing from foolish ones thinking they have done well. Yes, I tremble for them.

Whose side are you on?

“For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers, against
the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high places” (Ephesians
6:12).
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Bethany

After knowing your outspoken stance regarding sexual abuse, I’m honestly shocked to see this response from
you. There are dozens of women who have come forward with testimonials of their own misuse by Bill Gothard.
Those that I know of personally are not bitter, hating individuals, but women who love the Lord and are seeking
Him. I’m sure this is not your intent, but your statement seems to indicate that one can spend so long doing
Christian work that they are no longer accountable to do right.

Have you read Recovering Grace yourself? It’s not bitterness and spite, but seeking to show grace to both
offender and offended.

Praying for all touched by the situation.
  # April 25, 2014 Reply

Tameasa Shook Provencher

Thank you for sharing your heart on this matter with IBLP. I attended a Basic Life Seminar many years ago,
when I was only 25 and learned so much from it. What I have learned has been invaluable in my life and growth
in Christ Jesus. I am very saddened by what has come out about Mr. Gothard; however, I am angrier at the
Christians who have delighted in destroying this man. I’ve always heard the saying, “Only Christians shoot their
wounded” and how true that is. I’ve never understood why, as Believers, we expect God’s Grace for our own
sinfulness yet we refuse to extend that same Grace to one another. How can we be effective for the Kingdom and
the Kingdom work when we are so intent on acting like the world? I will be praying for IBLP, Mr. Gothard and
all those who are and have been connected with this ministry. I will also be praying that God will convict the
hearts of all those who have sought to destroy God’s work through that ministry.

  # April 25, 2014 Reply

Rebecca

Thank you, Debi, for writing this article. We have had acquaintances of ours who have participated in the website
in which you referred and have seen some sad consequences from their bitterness. It grieves me to see this
ministry defamed because it pointed us back to God’s Word for training our children and showed us that His
Word was applicable to all of life.

  # April 25, 2014 Reply

Michelle Wade

I don’t rejoice that a ministry is falling but this article is flat out full of lies. To say that he is being held
accountable for things that happened 35 years ago is flat out wrong. He has continued to surround himself with
hand picked young women until he was recently forced into resigning. To say that he has led millions to know
God is not true just because millions have sat through his seminar, a seminar that teaches salvation of the soul by
works in direct contradiction to the gospel Michael Pear teaches. To say he has freed thousands from bitterness
completely ignores the thousands of his students who are now atheists because of his “ministry”. This ministry
has a record of locking people in “prayer” rooms for day, weeks, and even months at a time, leaving them
isolated and with only two very skimpy meals a day. Some of those people being as young as 9 and 10 years old.
This ministry is known for overworking and underpaying under age children while telling those youth not to tell
their parents the truth of what was going on. This ministry is known for blaming female victims of sexual abuse
and forcing them to repent because “obviously it is the girls fault and she must have done something to seduce
him” while protecting the perpetrators. This ministry is known for telling overweight female volunteers to stay in
their rooms during conferences because they don’t reflect the right image for the ministry. To say you have no
connection to IBLP is a lie considering your daughter served in one of the training centers and you housed a
couple of the orphans that IBLP brought over from Russia. To say, “This attack was not initiated to right an
ongoing wrong or to establish justice and purity; the critics have unwittingly joined the-last days, Satanic attack
on God’s people to denigrate the very name of Christ,” is completely wrong. Those of us who have been hurt by
this “ministry” have to stand up and say enough is enough because the damaging behavior IS STILL TAKING
PLACE! The wrongs that have been taking place for the last forty years have never stopped. Yes, some who have
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been hurt are very bitter and not responding very well to all of this, but if you knew everything that was done to
us during our time with IBLP you might have a little more grace toward the victims and not accuse them so
vehemently. There are no “sides” here, only TRUTH. The truth will set us free and those of us who do have
direct connection with this ministry (about 25 years for me) will continue to tell the truth no matter how much the
rest of our brothers and sisters in Christ don’t want to hear it. Telling the truth does not make me bitter. I’m now
finding out that so many of the things I was brought up to believe were lies not found in the Bible and it does
leave me confused and struggling but I keep turning to my Saviour. I don’t have the strength to keep myself form
getting bitter but his grace is sufficient and I will keep turning to Him and letting Him wash me with His Word.
Please, understand when someone appears to be rejoicing over the fall of this ministry that there is a lot more to it
than how simply you make it sound in your article. I’m surrounded by broken people and broken families
because of Bill Gothard, people I love deeply. He does not preach the gospel of the Bible! By their fruits ye shall
know them. The fruit of this ministry has come to maturity and it is clearly rotten.

  # April 25, 2014 Reply

Yvonne Schneider

I appreciate your letter Debi. I have no idea concerning the honesty of those individuals presenting their
claims against Mr. Gothard. I do know that I was upset and disappointed to see a reference on their
website made concerning our family’s experience with the Russian ministry as evidence against Mr.
Gothard. We were not consulted in regard to the use of this as evidence against Mr. Gothard. The story
was misrepresented. It makes me wonder how many other stories were altered or exaggerated and like
ours might have been told without even contacting the individuals
. I hope that Mr. Gothard does not believe we were a part of this lie. I am forever grateful for the truths
our family learned through the seminars and literature. This is not to say that we agreed with everything
in the ministry but there was so much that we gained.

  # April 25, 2014 Reply

Eddie

Whose side am I on?

I am on the side of the victims of this Fallen man (as you aptly wrote). It’s easy to pass moral outrage on people
who celebrate the exposure to his sin, but it hard to fathom the depths of hurt/disillusionment/confusion/satanic
attacks that his moral discrepancies have caused innocent young girls (as young as 16). I pity the father who
raised his daughter to be pure before the Lord, and allowed her to work for a ministry that took great strides to
protect people from moral impurity, but unbeknownst to him, became a victim because the founder had his own
hidden moral struggles. I pray for that father and his daughter.

  # April 25, 2014 Reply

jeanette Bittner

Deb,
I agree with your article. I was involved in ATI with the family who started the Hate Campaign Website. The
mother and son team propelled this to everyone who walked with them during their ATI days, encouraging us all
to join in their reputation slaughter, and posting her site on all of our facebooks. This started a few years ago, and
my gut instinct reeled with sickness at the reputation slaughter through the media. I rejected the invitation, and
her friendship. Her mission was one that was vicious, dangerous, and has completely consumed her life, as much
as her promoting ATI days of old.
I know Bill personally, I grieve for him and with him, knowing he never imagined his life would come to this. I
saw this coming in the beginning of this website, because those you once worship, you will also hate and wish to
destroy. These people worshiped Bill instead of the God of scriptural Principles. Bill was a voice in the
wilderness, but they made him a god in their own eyes. They lifted him up, and their houses still crumbled, and
so the fault was Bills also. As the families grew in outer appearance, their inward hearts and souls could hide
secret sin, which caused a crumbling application in their own lives, transferring to their children. If the Father
does not do his duty to cleanse, purge, purify, sanctify, and search the scriptures daily for his own soul, how can
his children turn out any better than the father, actually falling a little further away. The blame falls to Bill, ATI,
not the head of the home. Satan knows that to spoil the household, bind up the father, and all are his captives.
I have seen Bill as man, who likes original root-bear in glass bottles, frozen grapes, and peanut m&m’s, who gave
his life for the Lords service, and as Moses who lead many, his punishment was great upon his shoulders, even
unto death.
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  # April 25, 2014 Reply

Dr. John Cornish

Jeanette,

I’m sorry to hear that you think these things about my mother, my father, my family and me. I find it
painful to be judged so harshly by someone that I don’t recall ever having met.

Just to clarify the record publicly:

• My mother has never been a part of the recovering grace ministry, although she has been a big
supporter of our vital efforts to share the truth.

• I am only one of over 20 members on the recovering leadership team, a group of Godly folks
consisting of several pastors, teachers, lawyers, stay-at-home moms, and other professionals. We view
this as a calling, not as a “hate campaign.”

• I don’t hate Mr. Gothard. We have exchanged several phone calls over the past year, and I think he
would say the same about me.

• Our house has not “crumbled.” My father is still in full-time ministry (going on 25 years now). My
brother is in full-time music ministry. I finished two seminary degrees and am teaching music full-time
and serving in ministry in a local church. My sister and her husband are active in church leadership at
their church. I’m not sure what part of that could be defined as crumbling.

Thanks for reading.
  # April 25, 2014 Reply

Susan Johnson

Amen! Amen! I, my husband and 11 children’s lives have been transformed, freed from bitterness, our marriage
saved and countless other blessing in our lives because of the work that God did though this man, because this
man allowed God to work though him. Because the damage that a few bitter people did there will be a whole
generation that will be brought up that know not the 7 non-optional Bible Principles that this man of God used to
save 1000s of marriages, bring countless unsaved soles into the kingdom of Christ, restore 10s of 1000s youth to
a better relationship with their parents. In times like this more than ever before the Church needs the teaching that
this ministry taught with the onset of the attack against the Church. My friends at the end of the day we all lose.

  # April 25, 2014 Reply

evonna

it’s true we shouldn’t rejoice in the fall of our enemy, but shouldn’t we rejoice in God exposing the truth and
protecting more innocent people frombeingharmed. I wonder if you believe the teaching done at those victims
cost was worth it. our do you even believe what the victims say? would silence of the victims be preferable to
him receiving his just dues for abusing his power. he has done more harm to God’s name then his ministry would
ever be able to make up for. he said gee came in the name of God but he used that authority to take advantage of
innocent people and abuse Gods true followers. yes even the devil cameddisguised as an angel of light

  # April 25, 2014 Reply

spildewoman

Thank you for not joining the “thousands” of scorners. I am sad when websites like 
are created to destroy and possibly distort the work of other human beings who are created in the image of God. I
have worked in a nursing home before and I know how the corruption of human flesh goes. It is difficult to
overcome its fallen nature as a whole.

http://thewartburgwatch.com/

  # April 25, 2014 Reply

Toni

If Bill Gothard is just a fallen sinful man, maybe he should start following this teaching:
http://nogreaterjoy.org/shop/sin-no-more-sanctification-mp3-cd

  # April 25, 2014 Reply

Heather Corcoran

I am disappointed that someone who has the influence that you do would use it to shame victims. Speaking truth
and coming forward to expose sin IS right, and it is the least of our responsibilities for those who come behind us.
Recovering Grace is an organization made up of many many people who have been harmfully impacted by IBLP
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and BG. The stories posted are stories of grace and forgiveness… and yes, a desire to see sin come to a stop. The
things you are reading about have spanned for decades, but they are still ongoing. I am proud to list myself
among the RG crowd and am so thankful that God is using this group of people to call sin “sin” and demand that
it end. It seems that you might not have read the articles yourself but are merely brewing over one comment that
you saw. Perhaps the person who left the comment was a person who was victimized and is just now finding their
voice for the first time. It is OUR responsibility to extend protection and love to them, not pound our fists in
anger at the way that they are finding the courage to express themselves. Experiencing trauma and abuse can
cause a person to shut down forever. Finding the courage to speak up and expose and put your reputation and the
friendships with ALL of your friends and family on the line is no small feat. It takes tremendous courage. And
should a comment come out sideways, I think it would be the place of a mature believer (as you seem to suggest
that you are) to cover that “offense” with a bunch of love and understanding.
I have not gotten the picture that RG is filled with people who are bitter. Quite the contrary. But to be sure, there
will be those in the midst who have not come full circle on their abuse and the process of recovery. And for those
people, anger IS the right response. It is what they SHOULD feel. Even God allows us to be angry because He
understands that life is messy and that it’s not practical to just snap your fingers and be completely “over” all the
damage and pain. It takes time. It takes work. And it starts with finding your voice. Kudos to all those who are
just now finding theirs.

  # April 25, 2014 Reply

Nicole

I am grieved at this article coming from an apparent champion of victims. It was Michael Pearl’s pointed and
direct articles regarding Dysfunctional Patriarchal Families (an article series that called out Bill Gothard by
name) that helped me feel free enough as a late-twenties lady to follow God’s direction without being in fear for
my soul.

  # April 25, 2014 Reply

Candace Artemenko

I am grateful to read this note. As usual, you are a brave voice, Debbie.

It grieves my heart that many young girls were violated and manipulated by Dr. Gothord and his ministry. It is
grievous that parents, pastors and leaders in the IBLP/ATI did not listen or respond to these girl’s complaints. It
is awful sin when authority is deluded and the vulnerable are harmed. So, I for one am grateful to hear of the very
unusual response of Dr. Gothard, who has repented of his errors, intends to make restitution as able and will
pursue further understanding in this area, a large area, of his spiritual life and ministry.

It is extremely unusual for a very influential Christian man to humble himself before the world in this way. Fewer
admit issues related to physical misconduct and almost none repent of spiritual manipulation whether intentional
or unintentional. None of the girls accuse Dr. Gothard of fornication. He made them uncomfortable, he touched
their hands, hair and feet, he stared into their eyes, he separated them out based on their looks. All these are bad
things, sins, he is wrong and the ministry and parents were wrong to allow it to go on.

I so far have not read of the repentance of any parents, workers or friends of those harmed, those who did not act
to support their daughters or who colluded to support the manipulation of their children. I see an enormous
opportunity for the whole ministry to be cleansed of error and emerge more righteous and faithful to God than
ever before!

I see the opportunity for parents to come with their harmed daughters, friends and churches for mass repentance
of these and other sins they participated in which facilitated Gothard’s errors. Children are not responsible for the
sins of their authority figures. The children need to be asked for forgiveness, offered assistance to have healing,
be supported Spiritually in their growth to wholeness.

None of this is easy. All of this takes time but it starts with confession, repentance and dedication to Christ’s
standards of Love. Dr. Gothard has begun this process and the ministry is dedicating itself to resolution, not in the
dark and in excuses but as keepers of the Faith, now tarnished but soon to be a shining example of error resolved.

It does not surprise me to hear these women rejoicing at what they think will be a ministry take down. They have
been harmed, their authority figures failed them and so revenge and hatred is their food. God alone can heal their
wounds. They alone can seek healing.

My prayer is they will take advantage of the opportunity Dr. Gothard and the ministry is offering them-a chance
to be heard, to be healed, to meet their demons and become something other than IBLP/ATI victims. There are
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enough individuals on the internet who now live by their victimization, who define every moment by that title.
Perhaps when they are able to be heard, asked for forgiveness, offered amends, they may have their eyes opened
to the grace God gives to all His children who fail, who fail miserably and over a long period of time, maybe a
lifetime. A life lived for Christ is not without challenge. A big life lived for Christ has even more challenge.
Perhaps those who still know Christ will realize that they, too, may be deceived, may publicly err, may
misrepresent their precious Lord and Savior. I pray for the courage Dr. Gothard has shown before the world and
his God when my time comes because those God loves, He chastens for this very reason, to correct error that
appears as truth-for a time.

The Pearl Family ministry has done a notable job of calling out the Patriarchal Movement and many Christian
women’s ministries as manipulative and spiritually deceptive . They have led the charge to cleanse the Body of
Christ of the sins of this type. The Pearls have consistently called for use of the law and jail for child abusers,
spousal abuse and the sins of spiritual manipulations. Their publications over the years include many examples
which have allowed me, an abused child, to grow past my abuse, to see the fallen nature of man, and most of all
to see my own need for forgiveness and grace. I pray that many will grow in Christ through this vital discussion
of Dr. Gothard’s humbling and renewal for it is an example of every Christian’s failure. May God have mercy on
us as we face opportunity, once again, for Christian renewal.

  # April 25, 2014 Reply

Sarah Heather

No one on RG is rejoicing that this ministry has fallen. I have read all of RG; have you? There is no way you
could have. All of us wish BG was not a child molester. All of wish we had followed a man who lived by his own
principles. We were deceived. Now we need the Christian community to stop spreading lies about RG and their
purpose. They want the truth told so we can start the healing process.

  # April 25, 2014 Reply

Christina

Are you serious? When a person decides to take on the public responsibility to teach something to thousands of
people, he also takes upon himself the responsibility of those teachings and how they can harm others. In
addition, the proof is out there. It’s not like a couple people decided to make up something about him. There are
many witnesses to his sexually inappropriate actions. In addition, his false doctrine teachings have been
responsible for destroying many families, for the harsh teachings, as he admitted in his own statement! To say
that Christians are intentionally seeking to destroy him is absurd….he destroyed himself when he chose years ago
to act in such inappropriate and wrong sinful ways. These Christians you speak of are hurting people, who have
been abandoned by their families in light of his admittedly harsh teachings. Satan is as a roaring lion walking
about seeking whom he may devour and he is not doing it in the world….he is doing it in Christian homes using
materials such as BG’s by supposed Christian men and women that are against scripture and how God designed a
family to operate.

  # April 25, 2014 Reply

Isabelle Hoffman

This is what saddens me… in this case it was not a political leader who was accused of sexual harassment. It
wasn’t some celebrity who already flaunts a life of loose morals who wronged others. No, it was a man who, in
the name of the Lord Jesus Christ, mistreated, took advantage of, lied to and deceived the very people he was
entrusted to serve.

I was brought up in ATI. I have rejected the harmful teachings. I am not bitter; I am free from legalism so that I
can know and serve Jesus with all my heart. Yet I will not turn a blind eye to the wrongdoings of those in
Christian leadership and especially in positions of power. I will not deem it OK to allow such behavior to go on
for 35+ years uncorrected. I will stand on the side of truth, and justice. I don’t understand your dismissive attitude
to all of the accusations and to his own admission of wrong. You are shocked and saddened that Christians are
speaking out, but are you shocked and saddened about what they are speaking about?

Also, “a ministry that helped millions come to know the Lord,” really? I know there were a lot of commitments
made during the various seminars, but for the most part these attracted people who already called themselves
Christians. Perhaps such a statement would be appropriate for Billy Graham, but not for Bill Gothard.

  # April 25, 2014 Reply
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